We made possible happen. TOGETHER.
The 26 branches that are the YMCA OF METROPOLITAN LOS ANGELES are as unique and diverse as the communities that we serve. Because of you, the Y is the best investment for LA.

2020: A MONUMENTAL YEAR

Thanks to you, the LA Y met the challenges and opportunities of 2020.

1.8 million meals and hundreds of thousands pounds of groceries provided to our neighbors facing hunger

12,000 lives potentially saved due to Y blood drives

9,500 vulnerable neighbors received vital support, from showers for the unhoused to wellness check-ins for seniors at risk of social isolation

“"We were in a crisis. Finding this program was a miracle for us. I’m not kidding. The Y’s remote learning is the best thing that has happened to our family all year!“”

— Shante W., grandmother
2020: A SPECTACULAR FIRST QUARTER

“I’ve learned to express myself, grow as an individual, and form friendships that will last a life time.”
— Naomi F., Y member about Teens & Government

“The Y is a vital community asset. It provides new pathways and opportunities to the child whose family cannot afford Y programs, which is how the Y gets to the root of the social issues that hold us all back. This is why investing in the Y is investing in my own tomorrow.”
— Soraya H., LA Y investor

500,000+ members actively engaged in improving their health and developing the skills we all need to truly thrive

47,000+ youth engaged in sports, PLAY, and before and after-school enrichment

21,000 seniors stayed healthy and kept connected to their community

6,800 children gained water safety and swim skills

224 languages, more than 140 cultures
our 26 YMCAs across LA meet people where they are and empower them reach their full potential. Together, we truly make possible happen.

FINANCIAL REPORT FY2020

Contributions 44%
Government Grants 7%
Membership Fees 29%
Program Fees 14%
Other Revenue 1%
Endowment Distribution 5%